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Welcome to the second digital version of the Birds of Mars
Digest—the eighth overall. This issue contains documentation of
the artworks I created during November 2021, including images
and comments of the ongoing 8 by 10 series of acrylic paintings
[started August 2021] and a list of drawings (mostly studies for
paintings).
There was one otherworldly painting collaboration this
month with Sam Gas Can—19 Broadside Books.
For music I have been combining old and new songs
together into collections of nine songs—“soundtracks for films
not yet conceived.” The first collection is called Falling. A demo
recording of these songs, as well as a pdf of lyrics/chords can be
found at birdsofmars.com. The next one, about finished, is called
My Astrologer. Future films for the ensemble to perform to will
eventually be created based upon these collections of songs.
Also within this digest are the first of what is an ongoing
series of ‘interviews’ with remarkable people about music. This
digest includes conversations with Tommy Twilite and Sam Gas
Can. If you have something to add to the conversation please
contact me to arrange a writing session. I explain more about all
of this in that section of this digest, located after the artwork.
Chris Gentes
Northampton, Massachusetts
December 4, 2021

First Digital Edition. 12/4/21. All errors are unintentional.
Photos of band stickers by Zim Sands.

The 8 by 10 Series [19, 25-32]
All paintings are acrylic on stretched canvas except as
otherwise notated in the main text. Size is either 8x10” or 10x8”
depending on whether the painting is in vertical or horizontal
orientation. Paintings 01-24 from this series are discussed in
more depth in Birds of Mars Digest Number Seven (April-October
2021), a digital publication. Here are the paintings from
November 2021.
Completed in November
19 Broadside Books, a collaboration with Sam Gas Can
25 Coffee & Car
26 Osaka
27 Pissarro Study
28 State Street Neon
29 Pissarro Tree
30 Faces
31 Van Gogh Church
32 Harold’s Garage
In Progress
33 Fitz & Owl, a collaboration with Sam Gas Can
34 Provisions
35 Guitar
36 Color Study 1
37 Trees
38 New Osaka
39 Color Study 2

The 8 by 10 Series [19, 25-32]
Comments by Chris Gentes
The story continues on the morning of November
17, 2021 as I type this. Yesterday I posted the first digital
digest online. A few hours later I got a message from Sam
Gas Can. He had finished his part of 19 Broadside
Books. I am about to visit him to see that painting, and
to bring him a new one. I didn’t think I had one started
that would be good for him to work on, so I thought that
maybe I would try and paint a quick version of the
Calvin, but then I noticed the in-progress painting of the
Van Gogh Church, and I thought I should give him that
one, but then I ended up giving him one that I had just
started of Fitzwilly’s & the Toasted Owl, based on a photo
taken in early September.
Here’s where it gets synchronistic. Sam gave me this
painting, on which he had written “I’m Back!” on the
bottom of it—the same day I gave him the painting of the
Toasted Owl. The very next day I saw a giant sign above
the real Toasted Owl with the words “We’re Back!” on it.
So that was a cool synchronistic type thing to have
happen. I don’t look for synchronicities anymore, but
sometimes they are so obvious that you have to
acknowledge them. So that was a cool and weird
occurrence of events.
Here is our collaboration of Broadside Books—Sam
added a dimensional traveler of sorts.

19 Broadside Books. 10x8”. Collaboration with Sam Gas Can

This painting, called 25 Coffee & Car, has its
originations with one of the four 12x12” paintings of
upper Main Street that includes the Coffee Cafe. It is kind
of funny how in the past year or so there were two new
coffee places, and they both have big signs with the word
coffee spelled out in big letters. Especially since before
either of them put the signs up I had written a book called
Coffee, Coffee (2020). There is this cafe, and another one on
Pleasant Street called Catalpa Coffee. As I wrote Coffee,
Coffee a lot of double coffee synchronicities occurred. For
instance, the book itself is about me quitting drinking
coffee twice over the course of a few years. Now there are
two “coffee” cafes in town.
This painting is a good representative painting of the
kind of painting I tend to make. A scene of Northampton
with a recognizable business with letters of the sign. A car,
and an art object. A landmark in the town. Part of a tree.
A sky or street with obvious brushstrokes. A curb. A
sidewalk. The reddish-brown part of the sidewalk which is
closer to the street—the part made of bricks. All of the
sidewalks in Northampton are like this for some reason.
There is the regular concrete blocks of a normal sidewalk,
and then there are the bricks near the curb. So that motif
shows up a lot in my paintings. I’ll include that somehow,
and figure out how to represent it with paint—even if it is
just a line of dull red.
I saw the car in one of Richard Estes’ paintings. I
modified it a little bit. Photorealism is a weird technique.
Some of the photorealists will copy the photo exactly, even

if the composition isn’t ideal. In a less than ideal
composition the way two objects (one distant, one close)
are in relation to each other can effect the way the
painting reads. An awkward overlap may not be
compositionally ideal. Still, some of the photorealists
paint it how it exactly is. I didn’t include a lot of the things
that were in the photo into this painting, because as I
neared finishing it they looked out of place. The History of
the Women of Northampton mural is visible through the
windows at the back of the cafe.

25 Coﬀee & Car. 8x10”. Acrylic on canvas.

When I posted this next painting online people were
saying things like ‘Good job, I recognized it.’ That felt
good. Somehow I had captured the essence of 26 Osaka.
This painting was an interesting one to work on. I
would say that it is the first I made in this series for which
I made two studies of before working on it. Not that that
helped me while painting. There were a lot of unexpected
challenges I still encountered. What that means is that as
the painting developed over time there were elements
within the photograph for which I hadn’t fully developed
a plan of how to paint them. I kept going over to Old
South Street to take a closer ‘real life’ look.
A photo might have just a little bit of information
about an object, but the mind constructs what it is just
from that little bit of data. For some reason, at least for
me, when painting something exactly as it appears on the
photo, it doesn’t always translate properly. If it is just some
shapes and forms, then those shapes might not convey to
the mind what it actually is. It is up to the artist to make it
work. This painting has a lot of that. As I kept changing
those things and trying different things I continually
refined the design. I’m mainly referring to the building
itself. Then I started building up the whole from the part
with the flowers and was trying different color
arrangements and letting what looked good find a way to
slowly happen over a few days as I added color. So the
flowers and trees built up slowly, and then the building
parts, particularly the awning, got to a point where it
looked ok. Then my sister Julie suggested adding some

clouds, which was a cool comment because in the original
study for this painting that part of the picture has the top
of the rest of the building Osaka is attached to. I had
briefly thought to put one of the City Hall towers there to
give it more of a Northampton reference, but I ended up
removing both and hadn’t noticed how compositionally it
didn’t look right with nothing there. Adding the clouds
balanced the composition.

26 Osaka. 8x10”. Acrylic on canvas. Private Collection.

27 Pissarro Study was interesting to work on. It is
a detail of a portion of the painting Rue Jardin. I got the
idea to detour from the Northampton paintings to work
on this one after an image of it was sent to me by my FB
friend Samantha. I took a few days to make a couple of
pencil studies first. In the original there are more people
in this scene. There was a person in a chair on the
pathway. But, in the end, I didn’t like how that looked, so
I painted over them.
I watched some documentaries about the
impressionists while working on this. It is an interesting
story. I also found a series of lectures by historian Sylvia
Sagona which are very interesting. They are about all the
things that happened regarding the impressionists. The
inside stories. Since Sylvia is French, and a historian of
French culture from that time period, her lectures are
speckled with a lot of context, much of it disquieting to
say the least. Anyway, there are dozens of lectures she has
online and I plan to watch more of them as they are
informative.
The popular view of the “Impressionists” is that they
were an impoverished lot of painters who challenged
conventions. A few became successful, but as a whole they
were poor or went mad. Many of them remained
unknown. Some had independent financial means, and
others were just dabblers. It becomes an increasingly
fascinating collection of anecdotes the more one looks
into it. So I listened to those lectures and it is somewhat
depressing when you read through the lines about what

she was saying. I’m not going to get into the specifics of it
here. What else can I say about this painting? It felt done,
so I stopped working on it. Sometimes when I do that it
takes a few days until I see it as being done. I see it with
fresh eyes. If I’m working on a painting there are the next
things I am thinking of needing to paint on it so it works.
But sometimes I don’t paint those things because it looks
good how it is. That is what I am referring to. So it can
take a few days until my short-term memory clears.

27 Pissarro Study. 8x10”. Acrylic on canvas.

I had a lot of fun painting 28 State Street Neon. It
was a break from working on the two Pissarro studies—
which I was working on at the same time. So I had been
painting and thinking in a pointillistic manner. Working
on this painting felt like I was taking a break. Once the
forms were in place I was just adding red. I just kept
adding red. Then I would see how it looked. I’d look at it
in different light at different times of the day to see how it
looked. In twilight or diffuse lighting the colors will appear
to fade to a muted tone and the darker values will blend
into a larger field of a dark gray. The lightest values will
stand out more. The painting will have a low key, and look
monochromatic and muted. Areas of high chroma will
pop out. High key areas will appear more nuanced.
I was thinking about how the red changes. The red
parts of the sign furthest from the neon fade to a deeper
red and then eventually to black. So that has to be
painted. The letters under the neon are lighter toward the
white of the neon tubes, and redder away from them. So
that has to be painted somehow. It has to be figured out.
The color and value of the paint near the neon, and the
color and value of the paint furthest from the neon. That
has to be figured out. Then it has to be painted. What
happened is what I thought I was painting and what I was
actually painting were two different things. That happens
a lot. The brain is always adjusting how it sees things.
Sometimes I have a shade of gray on my palette and
it looks a certain brightness or dimness. It looks a certain
way. Then I put some on my brush and go to paint a spot

that I know is the same shade, because I just put some
paint there, but on the painting, due to the other colors
surrounding that area, it looks lighter. Up until I actually
put the paint on the canvas it looks like two different
shades. So that is something that has to be known about
and understood. It has to be taken into account, but not
by sight. I’m interested in these things. How we think
something is one way, but it is actually a different way
altogether. Also, some paints have one value when wet and
a different value when dry. Not knowing that can
potentially really wreck a painting.

28 State Street Neon. 8x10”. Acrylic on canvas.

29 Pissarro Tree had some people in it at one
point, but I painted them out. I feel they were distracting
from the scene. The people in the Pissarro painting were
from the 1800s and had a certain style of clothing and a
certain look about them, that seemed to be telling a story
which I realized I didn’t want as part of this painting. I
was enjoying how the colors blended and melded together
into the distance. The shapes and the colors. The people
were getting in the way so I finally just painted over them.
I was tempted to keep working it, but at a certain point I
stopped. That is how I felt about this one. It’s done, but it
isn’t done. I really like how this one looks.
The thing I noticed about Pissarro is that he didn’t
always just use dots on his paintings. There are a lot of
areas that are big blocks of just one color with nothing
else. No dots. Those areas aren’t always apparent, but on
closer examination of his painting, I found a lot of areas
like that. Just big areas of one color—like a muted orange
in the foliage of a tree. It seems counterintuitive that he
would have painted those solid areas in that manner since
everything else around those areas is so detailed.
The other thing he seems to do is include intense
curves of various sizes throughout. They are here and
there. They appear often enough that it seems like a
deliberate thing on his part to include them. This one
came to a quick end. It was finished, probably sooner than
I would have otherwise intended. But I liked how it
looked. Some things had happened and I wanted to leave
them how they where for future viewing.

29 Pissarro Tree. 8x10”. Acrylic on canvas.

This isn’t the first painting I’ve made of 30 Faces.
There is something about that facade that is iconic. It is
still there as of November 2021 even though Faces has
been closed now for a number of years. That space is still
empty. The letters are gone, but one can still see the
outlines of where they once were. Around where they had
been it is more faded than where they were. I noticed the
neon sign is still functional, but it is now in the window of
Packard’s. Northampton has a Beer Can Museum and an
Old Sign Museum. So Faces is gone, but the artifacts
remain. This painting too now exists as part of the story.
The day will come when what currently remains of
the facade is gone as well. Maybe it will just happen one
day and nobody will notice. Nobody will think to save that
part of history. It won’t have any meaning to anyone. It’ll
just be some workers who show up and mindlessly remove
it and throw it into the back of a truck to be carted off to
a dump somewhere. What if that happens and nobody
notices? Does it matter in the long run?
A few days ago I was walking by the old Faces store
and I noticed a lot of little bolts on the facade that can’t
be seen on the photo. Bolts are good to include in a
painting because they make nice shadows. But I decided
not to include them on this one. I looked at it last night
and that was a mistake. In a certain kind of light from two
feet away the bricks looked really bad to me. And from
seven feet I saw things I should touch up better. But I am
going to move on to making the next painting. I don’t
want to agonize over making art.

30 Faces. 10x8”. Acrylic on canvas.

To the right is The Church at Auvers, June 1890,
by Vincent Van Gogh.
Art historian John Walsh describes it this way: “A
Romanesque church with a gothic chevette. Vincent liked
how it sits on an island of grass, and the pavement splits.
Eccentric way its parts fit together. He exaggerated that,
making eaves flair and the walls lean, painted opening of
belfry with raised eyebrows. Amped up the colors. Added
character to it.”
In a letter Vincent describes some of the colors he
has used in painting the church, and the effect it creates:
“I have a better painting of a village church. The
building appears shot with purple against a plain deepblue sky of pure cobalt, the stained glass windows appear
as blue of ultramarine, the roof is purple with one part
colored orange. In the foreground, some foliage with
flowers and pink saddens in the sunlight.”
His entire approach to painting was an attempt to
capture the emotions he was feeling toward his subject as
he was painting them. As John Walsh said about Van
Gogh, “To use the brush not to just depict the world, but
also be an instrument of expression. This is his great
contribution.”
Here is a brief refresher of Vincent’s life leading up
until when he arrive in Auvers in 1890. It is based on
notes made while listening to a lecture given April 26,
2019 by John Walsh at Yale University entitled “Van
Gogh in Auvers-sur-Oise, the Last Works, and the Artist’s
Reputation.” These aren’t my words, but those of Walsh.

Vincent Van Gogh. The Church at Auvers. June 1890. Louvre, Paris.

Van Gogh made his painting of the church in Auvres,
twenty miles from Paris. It is where he spent the final six
weeks of his life. He was under the observation of one Dr.
Gachet, a specialist in the treatment of melancholia, what
we call depression. Gachet was also an art collector and
an artist himself. In fact he was the one who first showed
Van Gogh how to make an etching, and it was Gachet
himself whom made an etching of Van Gogh after he had
died.
Vincent had false starts on way to becoming artist.
Failures in Holland where he was born (1853). Failed in
school, and in the business of his mother's family—art
dealing. Converted to evangelical Christianity. His father
was a parish paster, and Vincent was a lay missionary to
Belgian coal miners (1879). He subsequently “lost faith in
Christianity as the means of consolation for troubles in life
and salvation after death. He traded that for a faith in the
goodness of ordinary humanity, and faith in art as a way
to understand and celebrate human life, especially that of
the poor.”
He taught himself drawing for four years, and then
learned to paint. One early masterpiece was the
intentionally gloomy, The Potato Eaters (1885). He learned
to make powerful studies, and went to Nuenan & Antwerp
to improve (1883–1886). The decisive turn was to move to
Paris (1886–1888). There he saw two generations of
impressionists and younger practitioners. He changed his
style. He learned methods of pointillism. But he wasn’t a
Parisian artist. Feeling confined by the city he went to the

south of France with the hopes of starting a colony of
artists (1888–1890).
There in the hot sun and dazzling colors of Provence,
among the plain people, his skills as a portraitist and
landscape painter progressed rapidly. He exaggerated his
use of colors and sought ways to express his reactions to
what he saw.
He wanted to form a colony of contemporary artists.
A studio in the south. Gaugin joined him briefly. That
ended in disaster. The studio fell apart. Van Gogh lost his
mental stability. First breakdown and relapses. He went to
a mental asylum at Saint-Remy. For a year he was active
through force of his own will, in spite of more relapses.
Vincent then returned to a suburban village near
Paris—Auvers where he lived for seventy days and where
he painted some of his greatest works, until, at the age of
37 he killed himself (1890). Auvers is twenty miles from
Paris, an hour by train from Paris. Its appeal to Vincent
was that Cezanne and Pissarro had worked there.
Doctor Paul Gachet, collector, artist and
homeopathic doctor lived there as well. Vincent brought
pictures with him, a self portrait and a letter from Theo
introducing him to Dr. Gachet. Dr. Gachet loved the
pictures Vincent brought. Gachet gave Vincent the
impression of being eccentric. Gachet said to work boldly,
and not think about his previous breakdowns. It is there
where Vincent painted the church.

Painting 31 Van Gogh Church was an interesting
experience. I started with some pencil drawings and
studies. For my composition I eventually omitted the
person on the path that is on Vincent’s painting, because
that didn’t work with the church being cropped.
The thing that is interesting about this painting is that
on one level I could see just what Vincent had done. I
could see the brushstrokes. All I had to do was copy them.
There wasn’t much mystery to how he got the painting to
look how it does. All the brushstrokes are right there.
There’s a lot more to the story of how this painting came
about, but that will have to wait for another day.

196 Study: Van Gogh Church B. (detail). Pencil on paper.

31 Van Gogh Church. 10x8”. Acrylic on canvas.

Back in 1997 I made a bunch of works on paper of
different scenes of Northampton. 32 Harold’s Garage
was one of those places. I wanted to make another
painting of one of those old works for this series. I
decided on this one. This is the painting that resulted, but
there was a whole detour before arriving here.
Just before I was about to begin this painting (based
on the ’97 painting) I found a recent photo of Harold’s
Garage that I had taken a few months earlier. I decided to
make the new painting based on that photo. On
November 11 I began working on it. It was kind of a
photorealist attempt at making the truck (in the photo)
look cool. It wasn’t progressing well. On November 22 I
sat down to work on it some more, but I couldn’t do it. It
didn’t look that good to me, and there was nothing I could
do to make it any better. So I decided to go back to my
other idea, which was to base the painting on the ’97
painting. So I painted over everything I had done and
started over.
That sometimes happens to an artist. I read an
interview recently with Wayne Thiebaud who said that he
might only get one good painting out of twelve. And we
are talking large sized paintings. He would paint twelve,
and only keep one of them.
After starting the new version I felt better. I wrote the
following comment in my journal: "I just spent an hour
working on the new version. I am glad I did that. It really
felt like I had backed myself in a corner with how I had
been going on about this painting. Something about the

composition of it and the different elements. I was trying
to make it look like 25 Coffee & Car, but it just didn’t have
the same feel. Well, I think I will be able to finish it fairly
rapidly.”
And I did. I made this the most basic of paintings,
without a study, and quickly painted it. I left it in the most
basic simplest form. It was already time to move on from
what this was. It was time to move on to the next
paintings. They were waiting.

32 Harold’s Garage. 8x10”. Acrylic on canvas.

Drawings [184-210]
November 1, 2021 through November 30, 2021.
184 All 8x10s
184a. [163 copy for reference]
185 Weekly Sheet E
186 Weekly Sheet F
187 Weekly Sheet G
188 Weekly Sheet H
189 Study: State Street Neon A
190 Study: State Street Neon B
191 Study: Pissarro Tree A
192 Study: Pissarro Tree B
193 Study: Faces A
194 Study: Faces B
195 Study: Van Gogh Church A
196 Study: Van Gogh Church B
197 Study: Harold’s Garage A
198 Study: Harold’s Garage B
199 Study: Fitz & Owl A
200 Value Permutations
201 Study: Fitz & Owl B
202 Study: Provisions A
203 Study: Provisions B
204 Study: Guitar A
205 Study: Guitar B
206 Study: Trees A
207 Study: Trees B
208 Study: New Osaka A
209 Study: New Osaka B
210 November Summary
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Introduction
Sometimes it takes time for an idea to percolate into a
good and usable form. So it has been with the path that
has led to Conversations About Music, this section of the Birds
of Mars Digest. The originations go back to discoveries that
I made while penning the Alt Lit Library (2020), a
collection of seven books, each written in two weeks.
What I learned, without going into laborious detail,
was that I could type while someone talked, and over the
course of an hour or so there would be a couple thousand
words or more. In other words, I had found a way to
conduct an interview, and also have a typed transcript of
that interview at the conclusion of it. All that would be left
to do was to fix the typos. It was way to avoid making a
recording and transcribing that later (which is a lot of
work.)
This method works quite well, and I am surprised
that it isn’t something which is commonly known about in
the greater writing community and used as such. There
are stenographers at court proceedings who are able to do
this, and yet for newspapers and interviews it is either just
a few quotes or soundbites, or transcriptions of recorded
interviews or something else like algorithms collating
stories?
Why had nobody figured out this easier alternative
method before? Since I can type 2500 words an hour (40
words per minute) without much frenzy or discomfort,
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then why not have the words I’m typing be the ones that
someone else is speaking?
Well, the fact of it is that someone almost figured this
out in the 1950s. In 1978 Malcolm Cowley (1898—1989),
a writer, published a book called And I Worked at the Writer’s
Table: Chapters of Literary History 1918-1978. This book is a
memoir of sorts, but also contains things he had written
throughout his career. He was in the middle of the writing
game throughout most of the twentieth century (1900s).
He writes about the time he was asked to write the
introduction for Writers at Work: The Paris Review Interviews
(1958). This was a collection of sixteen interviews which
had appeared in The Paris Review (formed 1953). He writes
about how the editors of The Paris Review wanted to
include interviews with famous writers to help put their
then fledgling periodical on the literary radar. He writes
about the methodology that those editors used to conduct
the interviews. The first writer they interviewed was E. M.
Forster, and they discovered that he spoke so slowly and
methodically that they had “no trouble keeping up with
him. It was a simple interview to transcribe.”
But when conducting subsequent interviews they
discovered that they couldn’t keep up with what the
person was saying. They were all talking quickly, so to get
everything they “worked in pairs, like FBI agents. They
both jotted down the answers to their questions at top
speed and matched the two versions afterward.”
Funny how nobody thought to ask the interviewees to
speak a little bit slower like Forster had. They had the
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answer right there, but missed it. Cowley then talks about
how later on the editors used recording equipment and
transcribed the interviews that way. That’s a lot of extra
work. Not fun. They maybe could have just had a quick
typist do the job for them. I remember sixty words a
minute (3600 an hour) used to be the gold standard for
typing speed. Anyway I’m just mentioning this since it is
relevant to what I am doing now and I find it interesting.
I also find the following interesting, so I’m including it
for those also interested in such things, for whatever
reason. It is list of those writers that Cowley considered
the most important of the 1800s. In his memoir, Cowley
writes about what he calls “literary generations”. These
are clusters of writers who were born around the same
time who eventually formed the nucleus of that
generation’s most important writers. He identifies six
clusters in the nineteenth century with median birth years
of 1807, 1820, 1839, 1872, 1885, and 1897.
The first cluster includes Emerson (1802), Hawthorne
(1804), Simms (1806), Longfellow and Whittier (1807),
Poe and Holmes (1809), Margaret Fuller (1810), and
Harriet Beecher Stowe (1811).
The next cluster of writers he identifies were born
between 1817 and 1823, and include Thoreau, Melville,
Whitman, Lowell and Parkman.
The third cluster begins in 1835 with the birth of
Mark Twain. Also included are Bret Harte, Howells,
Henry Adams, Ambrose Bierce, William James and Henry
James.
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The middle of the century, according to Cowley,
didn’t have enough distinguished writers to form a cluster,
but he does mention Sarah Orne Jewett (1849), Lafcadio
Hearn (1850), and Kate Chopin (1851), all part of the
“local-color school” which was a form of genre writing.
Cowley identifies the fourth cluster of writers as being
born between 1869 and 1876. This group includes
Robinson, Masters, Moody, Tarkington, Frank Norris,
Stephen Crane, Drieser, Willa Cather, Gertrude Stein,
Amy Lowell, Ellen Glasgow, Robert Frost, Sherwood
Anderson, and Jack London.
Cluster number five (1879—1889) includes Wallace
Stevens, H. L. Mencken, William Carlos Williams, Van
Wycke Brooks, Randolph Bourne, Marianne Moore,
Eugene O’Neil, T. S. Eliot, Conrad Aiken, Sinclair Lewis,
Ring Lardner, and Ezra Pound.
The sixth cluster, also known as The Lost Generation,
were all born between 1894 and 1900: Fitzgerald,
Faulkner, Hemingway, Wilder, Wilson, Hart Crane, Alan
Tate, Vladimir Nabokov and Cowley himself.
Cowley makes a point of mentioning Emily
Dickinson (1830) and Edith Wharton (1862) both born
isolated in time and not part of one of his “clusters.”
—Chris Gentes. Northampton, Mass.

Tommy Twilite
November 30, 2021
1- Tommy Twilite
2- Chris Gentes
2- So this is about anything to do with anything about
music that you want to talk about. Then when I talk to other
people I might ask them about their perspective about
something you said. Or it may be that something they say will
connect to something you talked about and then there will be an
insight or something. So it is kind of a conversation with a lot of
people together, over time. At least for now anyway, but that
might change down the road depending on what happens.
1- My whole thing about music—I don’t really know, it’s
an evolution for me. From the time I was a kid I was in the
church choir. They dressed us up in these robes and we would
sing songs, and I was with a bunch of adults too in the choir.
Three or four kids, half a dozen kids, and a dozen adults. We
would sing during the things and we would sing at the Christmas
things and ones like that. That is what started me playing music.
1- I guess it isn’t playing music, it’s singing, which is
almost separate from playing an instrument in some ways. I
always wanted an instrument like a guitar, and as a kid my
parents never indulged that kind of thing. We played sports.
Maybe we drew pictures and had coloring books, but my parents
never indulged us in musical instruments until quite a bit later
they bought my brother a guitar. By then I was in junior high or
high school and I was doing other stuff. I had a job and doing
sports and other things. But I kept singing with the junior high
school chorus—that was a thing. That’s what got me started
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playing with other people; off to the side there was a kid who
brought a guitar in—a couple kids. They didn’t want to sing so I
would sing the songs and we would sing Simon and Garfunkel
and Beatles songs. That got me playing with other people, and I
started writing poetry in 6th grade which is weird. I started
doing that intermittently, especially starting in 6th grade, but
especially late high school and college. I started hanging out with
these other idiots and partying and smoking pot and drinking
and doing all the things kids do in college. Not going to class.
Just experiencing things. I developed a friendship with this other
guy and we started writing songs together. He was looking for a
singer. At this time I wasn’t playing an instrument really. I said I
could do it. He didn’t believe me at first, but he had written a
couple of songs. He didn’t have a strong voice. He wanted to be
in the background and play guitar. So we recorded a couple
songs and it blew them away—the people recording. We did it in
the studio that was in the basement of Downtown Sounds. It
was kind of a semi-professional studio. This was around early
1980s. Maybe 1981 or 1982. It was a progression that we had a
friendship and were then playing music, but it all came out of
hanging around and being at parties and the rest of us singing
along to songs. Like Beatles songs. I remember singing popular
stuff.
1- We started this thing and it became a thing where he
would contribute the music and I would contribute the lyrics
after the first few recordings efforts. It kind of blew us away and
everyone that we were recording with at the time. A lot of these
people were the local characters in the scene. Like Peter Keppler,
who went on to bigger and better things. Jim Weeks, Orange
Shackman and some of these other cats we were playing with
went on to other things. They were in Sebadoh. I knew Gaffney.
Some of these other characters kind of made a go of it.
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Lowenstein. These were guys on the fringe. In the band it was
myself, Peter Smolenski and Jim Weeks would do some
engineering and play drums. They would take turns playing
bass. Peter Keppler started playing drums for us, but then he was
just the engineer. That was the original four. Then the fringe
guys would show up at the studio and play along with us or add
a track. I can’t even remember all of them, but it was a thing. Ed
Vadas played with us a few times. Other people who were in the
Northampton music scene. But it was all very underground. We
never did very many gigs. We would play different shows at
Sheehans Cafe or the Baystate or the bowling alley or the
brewery. We’d get a band together with some of them, rehearse
a few times, play a gig and it would just fall apart. They’d freak
out at each other and it would be over with. It is very strange.
Very strange dynamics. We had a few different names. The first
one was No Apparent Reason we called it. Eventually it became
more about me I suppose since I was the front of it always. It
became the Tommy Twilite Experience or the Tommy Twilite
Orchestra. But also we did these other things—Jim Weeks and
Peter, Tom Sheading—he did sound at places downtown. I
remember him doing sound quite a bit at the various
incarnations of 11s or City Cafe. We formed a group called the
Plutonians. We played upstarts at Jim Week’s place—Cloud
Cuckoo Land. He lived upstairs above Downtown Sounds, on
the top floor of the building. The whole top floor. It was like an
attic space, but it was huge. Part of it was like an auditorium. It
used to be a dance studio up there. We became the Plutonians. It
fell apart eventually too.
1- It evolved to become instead of writing songs, and this
was a process that started pretty quickly… When I was first
working with Peter we wrote the songs the way you write a play
—write it all. Eventually we became so connected and weird
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about it that we just started playing stuff and just create the
thing on the spot as a complete song. We’ve seen that sometime
with the Birds of Mars. We create a complete thing as an
improvisation with words and music. Sometimes it comes out as
a complete arrangement. Other times it rambles in different
directions like a jazz piece. Fairly early on I started improvising
lyrics over what the guys were doing. Some of the recordings
were quite amazing.
1- I’ve continued doing this. Some of the best stuff I do
is even with Gundy and the Magic Carpet and whoever shows
up. It might be you, Win, Rufus or Andy Soles, Jim Gipe—
whoever is there. They start coming together with something
and I’ll improvise a lyric. It can be quite remarkable in that
moment. I think music is about capturing that moment.
Finessing that space for yourself and being part of it while
you’re listening to everyone else, and also contributing.
Sometimes the best thing you can do is shut up for a minute and
listen. And sometimes you are the one leading the charge,
directing it without even knowing it. Pushing it forward in some
way. It is amazing. I think you know what I am talking about
when I say that kind of stuff. For me that is the evolution of
music. That long process. This is a forty year process for me.
Back to the beginning it is almost a sixty year process from when
I was singing with the church choir in grade school. It is a life
long journey. I think I’m making progress. Every day I think I
make progress with it. It is so bizarre to think that we do stuff
like that. We don’t have a purpose. Nobody cares about it except
the other people I’m playing with at the time. Nobody really
cares.
1- I was watching the Beatles thing last night and I was
amazed at how weirdly amateurish the whole thing was. Geez,
we’re as good or better than these guys ever were in some ways.
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In some ways they did a similar thing to what we were doing.
They had a weird thing that caught fire for some reason. I think
it was having the production by a professional guy who saw a
way to make it work—George Martin. They had the
management to drive the bus. They were basically four
schmucks who came together and made it into something in a
weird way. Watching the ridiculous documentary that they put
on tv, it reminds me of some of the stuff we do, but also crazily
amateurish. At the time they were the most famous musicians in
the world, and I didn’t see it as any better or worse than the
things we did. It some ways it was worse. Less musical or
something. In some ways we are far more advanced than those
guys. Way far past. Which sounds crazy.
1- That is my story how the Plutonians played out.
Eventually I got tired of it. I had a dynamic musical connection
with my friend Peter. Eventually it became like a hostile
marriage—like the Beatles. It became a thing. I had to just do
my own stuff. So I picked up the guitar and put together my own
songs. He was always jealous of me working with other people.
He wanted to control my abilities. I’m not sure what it was. Jim
Gipe could offer some perspective. He got involved in the end
times. He saw what it was. It wasn’t pretty. The body of work—I
have a lot of the recordings we made over thirty play years we
worked on things. There are hundreds of recordings that I can
go back and listen to. A lot of them got destroyed. I have
hundreds, but half as many got destroyed. I go back sometimes
and listen to them. Wow. I can see the evolution of writing songs,
sitting down making an arrangement and evolving into a thing
that is beyond that. It is like jazz, but you’re just trying to capture
music right out of the air.
2- Capturing the music out of the air.
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1- You can’t always dial it in. I used to think you’d have
to be high to dial it in. That isn’t true at all. You can dial it in,
but you have to just be in the moment. Especially in a
collaboration you have to feel it some way and make it happen. I
don’t know if it is in the air or yourself, or the symbiosis of you
working together with other musicians and finding that space for
yourself. It always feels good to me when I get into that space. It
is weirdly meditative and so momentary. It is so hard to describe.
I feel like I can get there more readily. I’ve trained myself to be
open to that space. Not that anyone would care about that. But
to me it somehow captures the spirit. I’m always trying to get
there when playing. Over the last ten years or so I’ve picked up
the guitar and taught myself a rudimentary style of playing. I try
to take rhythmic elements and add to the lyrics. So I’m back to
square one with writing songs about lyrics and melody and
rhythm, back to myself. I’m back to being a folk singer, more
simple than I started with. It is a circle. I still try to hold that
element of searching for that or reaching for that ethereal
element of inspiration of capturing that music from the air. It’s
the same thing. Trying to capture and writing it down. Picking at
it and working at it.
2- When you broke up was it still with the Plutonians?
1-They were from 1990s to mid 2000s, 2005 or so. I was
just Tommy Twilite after that.
2- When did the thing with Peter happen?
1- The last gig of the Plutonians was at the Brew
Practioners about five years ago (2016-ish). Jim Gipe was in the
band. We had done the gig. Peter was being really difficult. Me
and Gipe were like what the? He flipped out at us, and didn’t
want to play anymore. We said fine. The next day he called me
up and said he still wanted to do music with me. I said I was
done. He went bananas on me and I’ve barely talked to him
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since then. We have a boundary and we don’t really interact. If I
see him we’ll talk about playing music again or something. I try
not to be bitter or weird about it. But that isn’t anything unusual
with him. He has had that thing with many other people that
he’s worked with. But for myself I probably worked with him
longer and closer than anyone. I helped him with his art stuff
and setting up his shows and making fixtures for his studio and
framing his painting and things like that. We collaborated in that
way. Eventually I had to set a boundary and not go back there
again. I found my own way here. Stepping out, playing a little
myself, working on presenting my songs in some way, and finding
people like you and the Birds of Mars and continue to explore
the outer limits of music.
2- Did the Plutonians have any vinyl?
1- No vinyl. Some cds. We started out with cassette tapes.
Eventually it was cds. For me that was new. I resisted cds. I kept
buying vinyl at the time. I kept doing that until they disappeared
for a while. I started buying cds. That is ancient history now.
When we started we made cassette tapes. It is funny to say that
now.
2- Main Street Records. Did you put them in there?
1- They were there. I don’t recall that we ever sold any
of them. We just made them ourselves. We dubbed them
ourselves. It was sort of the easiest with the cds. Some we made
fifty or a hundred. I still have some of those.
2- What was the band vision?
1- At first we thought we were great. Original songs. But
getting the cats together to play in public was…well, the way it
played out was that we would get some local gigs and play them.
Then, generally, I didn’t see how it played out then, but looking
back, what would happen is Peter would flip out about
something—playing in front of people—and the band would
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end. I’m out of here, blah, blah. A few months would go by and
we would get back together to record. I think interacting with
other guys would freak him out. This happened over and over
throughout the years. I’m never playing public, that was my last
show. At first we thought it was going to go somewhere, but it
never did. We played a few gigs around western mass. At the
heights we might play half a dozen a year at the most. Very
strange. It was more about the recording.
2- Who went to the gigs?
1- At first we had a following. Sheehans was the main
place we played. We tied in with some other local acts. Matty
Cullen had a couple different things. Square One. We’d play
with them. Rocks Gods From Chicopee. We played with them.
Big Bang Theory. These were people we knew. They’d play with
us in the studio. Sheehans cafe. People would come to see us.
1- This one girl snuck in and was asking to see Tommy
Twinkles. I said that that was me. She said she came to see us.
There were a few of them would come in. We would put on a
show. I had a white suit that I had worn to the high school prom.
There was a factory in Easthampton that made clothing. I got a
discount on a white suit there. We had a show on Christmas Eve
right around Christmas. Maybe a Friday night after Christmas.
Maybe New Year’s Eve. I attached Christmas lights to the suit
and did a show wearing that. That got a good reaction. My
girlfriend sewed these little lights into the suit and then plugged it
in and they were flashing. We gave them a show.
1- Another time I did a tuba solo for Halloween. I had a
tuba. I used to play trombone and trumpet. We got a tuba that
some guy wanted to trade in at Downtown Sounds and Peter
saw him and gave him $10 for this tuba. It was a good tuba and
playable. So I did a tuba solo with a pumpkin on my head and
the band was improvising noise in the background. At the end of
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the song I smashed the pumpkin on the floor at Sheehans. We
left it there. They got mad at us because we wouldn’t clean it up.
They banned us. About a year later they let us play there again.
It was fun. We had some glorious gigs. They were few and far
between.
2- Videotapes?
1- I don’t think so. That wasn’t so much a thing back
then. Talking about music is like sharing war stories. With
anything creative there are stories of your reactions when
something amazing happens. Or horrifying or stupid. It creates a
montage for your life.
2- What do you think Peter would say reading this?
1- His reactions could be weird. He could go insane
reading this. That is what happened when I said I was done
playing music with him. He tried to blackmail and threaten me.
I can’t really work with him anymore. He might freak out. It’s all
factual. It’s my opinion from my perspective. I’m sure he has a
perspective on it. We had a long friendship. From my perspective
it is done. It is sad to look back. I was good friends with this guy
and had good musical times, but I had to set boundaries. I wrote
a song and he heard it and got weird about it.
2- About him?
1- “Thank You for the Flame” is what it’s called. I have
the lyrics memorized. Here it is: You knew the words to hurt me. You
used them all. Our songs you broke apart and took your music ball. And then
you hated me for everything I’d ever done for you. Anytime you needed
someone or something to pull you through. I was there and did my best to
help you as a friend.
2- Why did he get mad about that?
1- He interpreted something to mean something else. I
had just used his own quote. Gaffney saw some of it. He was also
kind of into what we were doing. I’m sure he’ll have some
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commentary on it. It would be interested in hearing his
perspective.
2- How important was Alex’s open mic to you when that
started at Brew Prac.
1- For me it got me back into music for a while. It
encouraged me to find my own space in it without… when I first
went there it was with Peter and he said we should do it. We
played there a few times early on. After that one gig—the
penultimate breakdown, it encouraged me to do my own thing.
So I stepped out and played a few chords on guitar and could do
it myself. And I could also jump in with the Magic Carpet thing
and ride with them. There are other things I could do and it
gave me the impetus to move in that direction without
hesitation. I continue to do it, and I think I’m making progress
with my performance and song writing. It is progressing in a way
that I have more control over. Alex was a great catalyst for music
around the area. It continues to live on, maybe not the same
draw, we lost our space and our founder, but it is still going.
There is still a cool musical family that continues.
2- I’d go more if there was a piano.
1- It isn’t as cool as the old place. The gross stupid old
factory building. But it had a mojo to it. The new space is more
of a barroom.
2- When did you start doing poetry readings?
1- Probably around 2004. They had them at the Forbes
Library or Lilly Library. I got involved with that. It was like an
open mic for poets. I might have been invited. I met one of my
friends there—our kids went to kindergarten together. He read a
piece. He was a huge guy—400 pounds. We were friends
because of our kids. I said, “Hey Carl I didn’t know you were
into poetry.” “Yeah,” he said. “I sit on my back porch and smoke
a cigar and write a poem.” He was a lawyer and did trial stuff
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for people who did stupid stuff. We had known each other for
years and I didn’t know he was into it. He suggested starting a
poetry group. So we did.
1- I think the first thing I did was to do some readings at
Fire & Water which was underneath one of the buildings on the
corner of Main Street and Old South Street. They had open
mics and readings and stuff. I did something there early on. That
started me out. I did a regular reading in Westfield at some little
cafe there. That was around the end of the Plutonians. It’s
always been my philosophy to show up and do it. Don’t whine
about it. Just show up and give it your best shot has always been
my approach. Pretty much to everything. Show up and do the
best you can. Showing up is a big part of it.
1- The poetry group was the Florence Poets Society. So
I’ve connected with a lot of poets. In a way the poets are like
musicians or any artist. They’re on their own trip. Some are
dramatic. Lots of drama. So me and Carl would organize the
group and organize reading for them, and putting out a book
every year and we put on poetry festivals. It was interesting. Carl
has since died, but I’ve kept it going. Mainly focused the group
and set up readings. Putting out the book. We have absorbed our
festival into another festival in Franklin County. I got hooked up
with the International Beat Poetry Foundation. I went to New
York and did readings. And that continues. A guy names George
Wallace has a scene in New York—Long Island. He came to one
of our readings and he liked what I was doing and invited me
down there. He has something to do with the Whitman House.
Their poetry impresario for putting together readings. He
introduced me to the cats at the Beat Poetry Foundation. They’re
based in Connecticut and I’ve done readings there quite a few
times. It’s all about connecting with like minded characters
doing similar things. There’s so much happening out there that
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people aren’t going to notice. Like we said at the firehouse—if it
isn’t in your report it didn’t happen. That’s how all of these
famous writers and poets got famous. They had to connect with
like minded character and others had to document and write
about it. The Beats wouldn’t have gone anywhere. They needed
a catalyst like Ferlinghetti to put it out there some way.
Essentially what Kerouac did was document his life in some way
and that became a thing in some weird way.
1- Like the thing with the Beatles now. It’s all mindlessly
stupid. Some of it is almost painful to watch. People are willing
to eat it up. It’s amazing the process of creativity. People making
stuff out of thin air. They might have tools, like a guitar or a
pencil, but they are making it up in some way. They might be
documenting events that happen to them, or making
commentary, but it’s all made up. Documenting what we are
doing.
1- If you look back at a creative life, I always thought of
myself as having one foot in the real world and one foot in the
freak world. Looking back at it we are kind of weirdos. Most
people don’t go down that road. Most people don’t have that. I
don’t know if it is squished out of people, or it doesn’t mean
anything to them. I don’t know. I don’t like to think about it too
much. I don’t want to wreck it.
1- I write every day. I do other things too. I never work
more than a few hours a day. I try to get a poem situated in one
sitting. I try to go back to them and have more inspiration. The
songs take longer. I guess my brain is always working on it even
in the background. I’ll wake up at night with ideas and write
them down. Sometimes I let them go. Sometimes I get out of
bed and write stuff down. You always have to be open to the
voice and what it’s telling you. I talked to Jim Armenti the other
day. He had a poem in one of our books. He has been a
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musician around here for years. He’s taken to writing poems
using the prompt of one of his friend’s paintings or photographs.
He writes a poem every time this person sends an image. They
made a book together about them. He says he never writes them
down. He loses them, but he says they will come back to you if
they are any good.
1- I like the idea of creating the mythology. I think of
some of the characters like Kerouac. How many have actually
read the books. I’ve read most of them, but who reads them?
Who actually reads them? Or the bible? Everyone knows about
it and knows something, because there is a mythology around it.
Not that many people are connected to it, but there is a
mythology.

Sam Gas Can
November 30, 2021
1- Sam Gas Can
2- Chris Gentes
2- Would you say that you are part of the noise music
community?
1- I wouldn’t say no. There’s a lot of different music to
participate in, but it’s what I gravitate towards. I can’t explain
why that is though. I think the people who do noise are very
earnest and maybe that’s it. There’s not a lot of people who are
trying to make it.
2- Noise. How would you define it.
1- It could be anything at the end of the day. I guess the
easiest way to box it would be—without rhythm. But that’s not
always the case. I would say void of any standard song structure.
But also not always the case.
2- Are they songs or another term?
1- Almost like the logical progression of free jazz where
people are freeing themselves from any tie to an instrument in a
standard learning or knowledge of instruments. Like jazz guys
learn to play their instruments and then they run wild. A lot of
noise people are skipping that step. Having the advent of the
technology has really allowed people to do that in a broader way.
In a more interesting way where people can find their own
idiosyncratic noise or sound. Generally if someone is bad at the
saxophone most people would be bad in the same way. That’s all
my thoughts on that anyways.
2- Like an entry level form of music.
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1- That’s one way to look at it. The community is
accepting and embracing of new people who try things that
might not work out. Very supportive. Versus the dog eat dog of
regular rock and roll.
2- When did this begin? John Cage or punk? The roots
of it?
1- It goes a broad range from the academic end of John
Cage and Philip Glass, and there are things that are influenced
by punk and it gets gnarly. Some people say they can’t get into
noise at all, and I try to tell them that you will find as many noise
bands that you really like as there are rock and roll bands that
you care about. People tend to think of it as its own thing. That
isn’t really like how it is with a modern country star that you
love.
1- I would say it’s not for everybody. I know a lot of
people try to ram it down their throats and that’s the wrong way
to start. I would say if you can go to a show first and see it in
person. That makes a big difference to me when you can see the
artist’s intent. And with abstract music that is not always evident
in listening. It’s like going to an abstract art museum. Sometimes
you have to read the placard. I guess I would tell people don’t
give up right away. There is a broad range. There is harsh noise
music and there can be hushed ambient music and everything in
between.
2- When did you find out about it?
1- Probably around 2004 or 5 when I started getting
interested in experimental music. It wasn’t automatic for me
either. I didn’t automatically embrace harsh noise wall.
Lightning Bolt. They exploded in general at the time. I’ve seen
them a few times. They’re just very loud. They have a slightly
different set up than most normal bands. They’re still playing
songs they practiced before. They acted as a bridge to standard
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structured music that involved noise elements. I was living in
Worcester area which is more punk-centric, and a lot of people
were hesitant to noise. People would say they couldn’t dance at
those shows so they didn’t want to go. If music is too abstract
they don’t now how to move their body. Providence at the time
had a lot of noise, but a lot of it was coming out of RISD.
People took themselves real seriously. I moved to western mass
because of the scene out here. People were making weird noise.
Sometimes performative and sometimes goofy.
1- Starting in high school and moving into college I was
really into freak folk stuff and playing acoustic guitar all the
time. I was playing my own folk songs on acoustic guitar doing
the same thing over and over. Once something loses the element
of surprise, when it is 100% elbow grease, I get tired of that.
Noise can keep you on your toes. Whether it is discovering new
things or the equipment breaking down. I was into noise at the
time, but performing acoustic. Closer to 2008 maybe I started
touring out and seeming more serious about not playing songs. I
had a pile of old electronics. John Moloney calls them suitcase
bands. It is someone who shows up with all their gear ready to
go in one suitcase. Imagine how a guitarist has a big peddle
board. Imagine that but without the guitar. You can buy store
bought stuff. There is a big diy community. There is a big revival
of modular synthesizers. That’s not for me. Also laptops. That
offers a lot of free software.
2- What have you been doing lately?
1- I’m in a duo with my friend Abdul. We’re called
NxCx. It stands for Nazi Coffins. It stands for our own way for
promoting anti-fascism. With that band I’ll use a variety of stuff
and I’ll change it out regularly too. I use some store bought. I
have a Korg Kaossilator. A Rucci synth. That’s a guy who handmakes them and sells them on line. No keyboard. All knobs.
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Sometimes I’ll use my phone. There are a lot of great aps. Weird
aps. I also save one input for a microphone. So I can play weird
sounds. Lately I’ve been bringing around a giant bass drum and
I pitch shift it down and it sounds like a giant timpani. It
becomes a puzzle unto itself. That’s why people like modular so
much. It’s a widely expensive hobby. I usually just record at
home. I started using a four track and then moved on to garage
band. That’s always been a self-taught process. So I’m still
learning stuff about that. In NxCx Abdul records everything.
Sometimes we’ll record live sets if we can. I’ve never been
comfortable in the real studio setting. I feel like, at least for me,
I’m wasting their time for not being prepared. I did that one
time at Sonelab when we were recording the Sunburned Hand
of the Man. I was playing piano and there were so many people
playing on the track that I just froze, and didn’t play anything at
the time. It was funny because the engineer said at the end of
the take, “That was great everyone, but I didn’t get anything out
of Sam’s mic.” So I had to say I hadn’t played anything.
Everyone laughed. There were around eight to ten people
playing on that track.
1- The name of the other band was Egg, Eggs. There
were two freeform bands at the time. Sunburned started in
Boston. When there’s freeform bands like that there is one
person who has to lead the charge for it to happen. That was
John Moloney and everything moved here with him. And then
Egg, Eggs came out of that. It’s like a freeform band. Another
form of noise. Large ensemble. I played with both. David Russell
led the charge on Egg, Eggs and he lost interest and that group
dissolved. It’s tough even in a group where people are making up
the music. Some people don’t listen to the other people and that
is the most important. Not always playing. It’s a hard lesson to
learn.
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1- My friend Andrea, who has travelled the world, said
Americans want it more—to play and pursue their artistic
endeavors no matter the cost, because there is less government
support. In other countries there are more cultural councils and
grants and residencies. We have to do everything from scratch.
Especially with noise bands playing in formal venues in bars it
feels like it is always a fight with the sound guy. That’s always
been a thing. I think with noise it tends to gravitate to house
shows because of the reasons I mentioned. Businesses want
people to stay. They want them to buy food and drink and not
hang outside and smoke cigarettes. Usually house shows.
Definitely fewer open minded legitimate establishments. For
those types of artists desperate for opportunity that would be
one. If there’s a more visible opportunity. House shows are great,
but even locally it tends to be a lot of locals playing for each
other. It’s an excuse to hang out. You could almost call it a salon
where you show what you’ve been working on. Not always but it
depends on the place.
1- Definitely Cold Spring Hollow is the place for house
shows. Maybe two touring bands, and four or five local bands.
Residents. Ten Forward in Greenfield are open to whatever.
They have a stand up night. Deejay nights. All genres of music.
They will advertise it as a noise night if someone came to them
with a show. I’m not sure how it is now for booking. I would say
a great standard in general for anyone is AS220 in Providence.
It’s a great arts establishment. They have a performance area.
They have studios upstairs and a black box theatre next door.
I’ve played there, but not in a long time.
2- Where’s the center of the noise scene in New
England?
1- I don’t think there is a center. That’s what is cool
about it. There are small pockets. You can drive an hour away
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and see other bands you don’t get to see all the time. For
Massachusetts I would say Boston, Worcester and then Western
Mass in general. I would have said Brattleboro, but less so now,
everyone moved. There’s stuff everywhere. Burlington, Vermont
and Portland, Maine. In Boston it is still pretty broad. There are
basement shows and there are shows in museums. There is a
newspaper that they print. I think they still print it. It’s called
Boston Counter-Cultural Compass. I think it is still in print. And
a website. They have calendars and show schedules devoted to
underground music in general for Boston. They say what the
weird movies are at the Brattle Theater. It’s a great resource to
know what is going on. They have reviews and new albums.
Horoscopes and stuff too. They also have a different illustrator
do the byline. The lettering for different parts. The headers for
articles. They have you do the lettering and I was invited to do it
once. That was five years ago. The halloween issue.
2- What about noise festivals?
1- Oh yeah. Noise tends to lend itself to the festival
format because those types of bands play the shortest sets.
Maybe fifteen minutes at the most.
2- Why?
1- That is a good question. I don’t know if that is a punk
ethos. Loud and fast. I love the Noise Brunch in Worcester. They
usually hold it on New Years Day. It’s a rejuvenating experience.
Worcester has a weird magic about it in general. Trash magic.
1- People take different approaches to it. Once Moloney
said to me that it was more about the tape existing than the
music on it. I personally don’t feel that way. I like 45s especially
because it forces people to put their best foot forward. It’s an
expensive endeavor with a short run time. They lend themselves
to collecting. A lot of the stuff comes out in very limited runs.
Anywhere from 1 to 100 discs. They might make an album and
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make one copy. There is a collector for them. The most popular
current band in America now is called Wolf Eyes and Henry
Rollins has everything they put out. Everything. And it is a lot.
One of the guys in the band has a label called American Tapes.
Supposedly Henry Rollins is the only guy who has every single
release. They are still putting out cassettes. I’m actually seeing
more people doing CDs all of a sudden. It may be less expensive
than tapes at this point for one. I don’t know if right now there is
intense back-up in factories in general. Especially on vinyl. So
CDs have a fast turn-around. I couldn’t tell you the technical
things. Something about type 1 or type 2 tapes. I think type 1
tapes are the ones they can’t make anymore. I don’t know if that
plays into peoples choices into format.
2- What about noise and cassette culture?
1- I think they make trading easier. Someone coming
from out of town can trade tapes with them. It is easier to mail
too. It’s part of it. Cheaper to manufacture. If someone is doing
vinyl you have to have some intent.
2- What are your favorite two or three bands?
1- There is a local band called Noise Nomads. This guy
Jeff Hartford. I think his work ethic and his earnestness and his
vision are so distinct. He is a person that really, for harsh noise
anyway, he made it make sense for me. For a new act, mellified
man. As far I am concerned for a new act Julia [Spotts] has a
fantastic sound. She is bringing something new to the table. I’ve
watched videos of her and seen her play. Sam [Hadge] records
everything. If you miss it you still get a chance. He videotapes
most of the shows. Everything he goes to in general, yeah. I’ll
mention one more legacy favorite. Idea Fire Company. They are
great. I don’t think they get enough credit. They don’t play out
often either. I’ve met them and I set up a show they played at
once, but I haven’t talk to them at depth. I own a ton of their
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records and I’m a big fan. They’ve been playing for a long time
and putting out records. Their individual solo records are great
too.
2- You’ve got NxCx, the current duo. What else?
1- Making my own records and albums. The record that
you played on, I’m hoping that is coming out next year. That
was a great session. Just stupid stuff holding it back. It was the
artwork for a long time. Gus Muller, he’s in Boy Harsher, helped
me make a music video that still needs to be edited. That will be
a part of that album whenever that happens. The video is me
dressed up like Stone Cold Steve Austin walking around different
areas of Northampton looking pissed off. There’s the intrinsic
comedy of me looking shrubby. Then it was interesting idea for
me to pretend to be this tough guy.
2- Any memorable weird shows?
1- I’m trying to think if I’ve played anywhere outlandish.
Me personally, nothing too crazy. There is an act from Portland,
Maine called Id M Theft Able. He is someone who has not only
played the world over, but played all venues. Outdoors in isolated
areas. He’s been doing an interesting thing. He found a cabin in
the woods and is leaving tapes there for people to find. He’s
made the coordinates available so if people are brave enough to
venture out to this weird cabin they will find a tape. He’s a really
interesting artist to look at who experiments with both format
availability and medium. He released an album on OK Cupid.
He’s a lifer—a road warrior.
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